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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) applications is envisioned to require higher throughput protocols because of the
increasing data amount. To significantly enhance the network
throughput between IoT devices, this paper proposes a new linklayer data forwarding technique that is aware of link correlation
(LC) and supports receiver initiated acknowledgement (RI-ACK).
We also propose a multicast communication protocol based on
LC-aware forwarding and RI-ACKs to further enhance the
throughput. In a simulation study, our protocol improves the
throughput by 35% - 55% comparing to a state-of-the-art
baseline.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) mainly aims to connect various
things, e.g., phones, tablets, sensor, actuators, cars and other
mobile devices, through existing physical network infrastructures, including WiFi, Bluetooth, 802.15.4, Z-wave, and
LTE-Advanced [1], [2]. Devices are connected together and
cooperate to achieve some common goals, e.g., transportation
management and mHealth (mobile health). Among the devices,
some are low-rate low-power devices such as sensors and
actuators, while others are normal-power high-rate devices like
phones and cars. IoT communications can be classified into
human-to-human (H2H), things-to-human (T2H), and thingsto-things (T2T) communications [3].
In the future, it is envisioned that an increasing number of things will provide similar data accessibility to the
accessibility provided by servers on the Internet[4]. Thus,
providing stable, scalable, and high-throughput connections
between things is essential in IoT. Further, support for not
only one-hop but also multi-hop communications is required
for IoT [1], [2].
Most IoT communication protocols have evolved from wireless sensor networks (WSN), machine to machine (M2M) or
device to device (D2D) [3] communications. In these fields,
effective communication protocols have been developed [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. However, the protocols from cellular
networks, such as D2D or M2M [7], mainly support unicast
data transmissions designed for a centralized topology. Many
protocols in WSN and M2M are only designed to support
unicast [8], [10]. In wireless networks, throughput is highly
affected by the utilization of the physical spectrum. Although
wireless communications have a broadcasting nature, a unicast transmission monopolizes and, thereby, underutilize the
channel. As a result, throughput is decreased substantially.

Based on these observations, we have found opportunities
to enhance the wireless network performance for IoT. First,
we observe that most existing MAC layer protocols in IoT
wireless networks are designed without considering the wireless link quality. In reality, however, different wireless links
and networks may interfere with each other. Even though
effective routing or similar solutions between devices greatly
improve the efficiency, a cross-layer design that considers the
link quality and correlation can provide better performance.
It is important to design a scalable protocol that utilizes
the broadcast nature of wireless networks, while considering
wireless link qualities and correlations [11].
In this paper, we design a new IoT protocol to improve
the throughput of an IoT network via effective link-layer
data forwarding and multicast techniques. Our contribution
includes:
1) We propose a new link-layer protocol that is aware
of link correlation (LC) and leverages a receiver initiated
acknowledgement (RI-ACK).
2) We design a new cross-layer protocol that supports
multicast and multi-hop communications to enhance the packet
transmission rate by leveraging the LC-aware forwarding and
RI-ACK schemes.
3) We evaluate the performance of our protocol via a
simulation study. Comparing to a state-of-the-art protocol
that combines CSMA and OSPF, our protocol improves the
throughput by 35%-55% and generally enhances goodput and
fairness.
The rest of the paper is organized as followed. Section II
and III give background for RI-ACK and LC-aware packet
forwarding and describe our protocol design. The performance
evaluation is undertaken in Section IV. Related work is dis
cussed in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper and
discusses future work.
II. PACKET F ORWARDING AWARE OF L INK C ORRELATION
In this section, we introduce the LC-forwarding and RIACK mechanisms. lij and P (i|j) indicate the link quality
from node i to node j and the conditional packet reception
probability of node i given that node j receives the same
packet [11], respectively.

A. Receiver Initiated Acknowledgement
Figure 1 shows how RI-ACK works. A sender sends a
packet to multiple receivers which form a transaction group.
Receivers listen to the channel and receive the packet. Only
the receiver to which the packet is destined but missed the
packet will initiate an acknowledgement (ACK). All the other
receivers in the transaction group, which successfully received
the packet, are potential candidates to forward the packet.
The receiver that missed the packet sends an ACK to the
preferred candidates picked from the group to request the
missing packet. It assigns priorities to the candidates such that,
in the RI-ACK header, their addresses appear in priority order.
The highest priority candidate that receives the packet wins the
opportunity to forward the packet.
In this way, an RI-ACK allows a receiver to select its
neighbor to forward the missing packet rather than requesting
the original sender to re-transmit the packet. There are two
benefits of RI-ACK. First, an ACK is only delivered on
demand. Let lsr denote the link quality from the sender s
to receiver r. If lsr > 0.5, the receiver is more likely not
to transmit an ACK. The higher lsr is, the less likely for
the receiver to transmit an ACK. Thus a RI-ACK mechanism considerably reduces the number of ACK packets that
consume the precious wireless bandwidth. It forwards packets
considering the current network state. Also, when r misses a
packet, it first checks nearby candidates, which may hold the
missing packet, and tries to get the packet from the candidate
with the best throughput before contacting s.
B. Link-Correlation Aware Forwarding
In this paper, we use expected transmission count (ETX)
[12], [13] to estimate the link quality of different candidates.
Also, we define expected transmission time (ETT) as followed:
L ∗ ET X
(1)
ET T =
R
where L is the packet length and R is the channel transmission
rate.
For a reliable transmission including data and ACK without
considering the link quality and correlation, the ETT from
node s to r is the sum of the ETTs for the data and ACK:
LACK ∗ ET Xrs
Ldata ∗ ET Xsr
ET T =
+
(2)
R
R
With link quality awareness, the receiver can request a
missed packet from any of the candidates. If it requests
candidate node q to transmit the packet, the ETT is:
Ldata ∗ ET Xsr
LACK ∗ ET Xrs
ET T = (1 − lsq ) ∗ (
+
)
R
R
Ldata ∗ ET Xqr
LACK ∗ ET Xsq
+lsq ∗ (
+
)
R
R
(3)
By leveraging link correlation, equation 3 is re-written as:
Ldata ∗ ET Xsr
LACK ∗ ET Xrs
ET T = P (q|r̄) ∗ (
+
)
R
R
(4)
Ldata ∗ ET Xqr
LACK ∗ ET Xsq
+P (q̄|r̄) ∗ (
+
)
R
R

Fig. 1.

Packet sequence

Here we use P (i|j̄) to represent negative link correlation that
is the probability for node i to get a packet in case node j
does miss it. Assuming Ldata is always larger than LACK ,
[11] showed that the link correlation can be bigger than the
link quality.
When a node misses a packet and LC-aware forwarding
happens, it will get the packet from the candidate with the
minimum ETT:
ET T = min ET Tir
(5)
i∈N

where N is the set of the IDs of r’s neighbors, which may
have received the packet. This is because receiver r enumerates
them in the RI-ACK in descending priority order as discussed
before.
III. P ROTOCOL D ESIGN
In this section, we design a cross-layer IoT protocol −
mainly across the MAC and network layers − by utilizing
link correlations and RI-ACKs.
A. Overview
The protocol utilizes RTS and CTS as the MAC layer
synchronization scheme. Packets to different receivers are
aggregated as a single packet to the receivers. Transmitting
the aggregated packet to the receivers is performed as one
transaction. To transmit an aggregated packet to multiple
nodes, an RTS message is formed to contain the destination
MAC addresses. Any node that receives the RTS and has a
matching MAC address should send a CTS frame to confirm
the transmission as shown in Figure 1. The sequence to
send CTS is the same as the MAC address sequence in
the RTS frame as shown in lines 3 and 4 in Algorithm 1
that summarizes our protocol. Every node whose address is
included in the RTS forms a transaction group T G as described
in line 5 − 8 in Algorithm 1.
The protocol utilizes frame aggregation to reduce the number of control frames. Aggregated frames whose format is
shown in Figure 2 are linearly composed of simple frames to
different receivers. There are many packet coding techniques
[14], [21] to reduce coded packet length but they are highly
constrained by either the network topology or specific use
scenarios. Although aggregation isn’t as efficient as network
coding, it can be used without any restriction. However,
packets to the same receiver won’t be aggregated, because
it only increases overall latency in the network.
In our protocol, a sender transmits an RTS frame to multiple
receivers to send an aggregated packet that combines more
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Algorithm 1: Frame sequence
input : Sender s
input : Receiver r
input : Link quality Information
input : Link correlation Information

CRC 3

Packet aggregation

than one frame. Destination nodes respond by transmitting
CTS frames. The sequence of CTS frame transmissions is
determined by the sequence of destination MAC addresses
in the RTS frame. The sender transmits aggregated frames
to the nodes that responded. After the sender transmits the
aggregated frame, the transaction completes.
1) One Hop Network Aggregation: A side effect of aggregation is the increased duration of channel occupation. It is
more significant if receivers aren’t in their one hop range. To
eliminate the side effect, we have to only aggregate packets
to the perfect receivers which have identical neighbors. In
practice, however, it is too ideal and restrictive to pick up
perfect receivers only. Instead, we aggregate packets for similar neighbors. To measure the neighbor similarity of different
nodes in a network, we introduce receiver similarity as below.
sij =

number of common receivers
number of total receivers

(6)
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Thus, if sij is closer to 1, nodes i and j have more common
receivers.Packets to nodes i and j are aggregated if sij is equal
to or higher than a specified threshold.
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B. Receiver Initiated Acknowledgements in MAC
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When an IoT device r receives a packet, it listens to the
other nodes in the transaction group as described in lines 10 −
20 in Algorithm 1. If r gets any request for a packet and r is
the first node which acknowledges the request, r forwards the
packet toward the receiver as described in lines 15 − 19.
On the other hand, a receiver considers that it has missed a
packet, if it overhears a frame with a larger ID or it receives
an error checksum frame. Lines 22 to 32 in Algorithm 1 show
the action taken by a receiver upon a packet miss. First, it adds
all potential candidates, i.e., the CTS senders, to the request
queue. It sorts the queue based on the ETTs and then sends
the RI-ACKs to the nodes from the beginning of the request
queue to the end. The last receiver in the request queue is the
original sender s.
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Transaction Group T G = Queue()
if rts = r.receive rts from(s) then
i = rts.index of dest address array(r.mac address);
cts.send() in ith slot ;
while n in rts.dst address() do
if cts = r.receive cts from(n) then
T G.enqueue(n) ;
n++ ;
s sends an aggregated frame f ;
if r.receive(f ) == T rue then
while n in T G do
if ack = r.receive ack f rom(n) and
r.mac address in ack.dst address array then
i=
ack.index of dst addr array(r.mac address) ;
win to f orward = T rue ;
while k in ack.dst mac address array do
if r.receive ack response from(k) then
win to f orward = F alse ;
if win to f orward then
r.send simple f rame to(n) ;
n++ ;
else
ACKQueue = Queue() ;
ACKQueue.enqueue(s) ;
while n = T G.dequeue() do
if ET Tn > ET Ts then
ACKQueue.enqueue(n) ;
sort(RequestQueue) to descending order by ET T ;
ack = new packet() ;
while re==ACKQueue.dequeue() do
ack.add dst address(re.mac address) ;
if re == s then
break ;

C. Lightweight Estimation of Link Quality and Correlation
All the nodes in the design maintain a table of link quality
and link correlation information. A device estimates link
quality by sending frames to and receiving them from its
neighbors. To estimate link correlation, a node overhears the
physical channel to get the information about its neighbors,
while avoiding to explicitly exchange the information using
extra control packets.
D. Design of IoT Routing
Our data link layer design can work effectively with any
regular routing protocols and opportunistic routing protocols

[13], [14], [17]. In our design, when a packet arrives at a
non-destined node h, h either re-routes the packet to its IP
destination d or forwards it to its link layer next-hop r if h
receives RI-ACK from r as shown in lines 2 to 5 of Algorithm
2. A re-routing happens only when h has a better path to d than
r does, and h notifies r in the RI-ACK response to suppress r
to route the packet upon re-routing. Otherwise, h competes to
forward the packet as described in section II-A. Our re-routing
competition algorithm uses the priority order indicated in an

Algorithm 2: Opportunistic routing
input : Packet p
input : Original Receiver r
input : Packet Destination d
input : Packet holder h
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

if h receives RI − ACK from r then
if EXThd > EXTrd then
h.compete to reroute()
else
h.compete to forward()
else
h.drop(p)
TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN THE SIMULATION
Name
CRC
payload
Source MAC Address
Destination MAC Address
PHY Transmission rate
Interframe Interval
Receiver similarity threshold (Eq. 6)
Maximum number of packets for aggregation

Value
4B(Bytes)
36B
6B
6B
19.6Kbps[10]
0.03048us
0.7
8

RI-ACK frame, similar to the forwarding competition method
described in section II-A. If h doesn’t get an RI-ACK request
from r, h should drop the packet to avoid packet storm as
specified in line 7 in Algorithm 2 .
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The performance of the proposed protocol is evaluated via
a simulation study. We have compared the performance to
the CSMA MAC protocol and the OSPF (Open Shortest Path
First) routing protocol [18] in both single-hop and multi-hop
settings. In the 1-hop simulation, all nodes are in a onehop network and, therefore, there are no hidden terminals.
In the multi-hop simulation, we have 32 nodes each of which
transmits packets to random receivers at a certain rate. Hidden
terminal and exposed terminal are simulated in the multi-hop
simulation.
Table I lists the parameters we used in the simulation.
Unless specified otherwise, we use the parameters used in [10].

RTS/CTS and ACK packets, between senders and receivers
comparing to CSMA.
Figure 4 shows the goodput of our protocol in a 1-hop
network. Usually, goodput is higher in a high throughput MAC
protocol. Comparing to requesting packets from the original
senders, getting packets from potential neighbors achieves
better performance even in a 1-hop network. Even in a 1hop network, our LC-aware packet forwarding converts some
of the 1-hop transmissions to 2-hop transmissions to enhance
the throughput.
Figure 5 shows the throughput performance of the proposed
protocol in a multi-hop network. We have 32 nodes in the
simulation. If every node generates one packet per second,
it already exceeds the network transmission capacity. The
result also shows that the multi-hop throughput performance
of our approach is higher than that of CSMA MAC. In
addition to reducing control packets, our LC-aware packet
forwarding enhances the throughput in a multi-hop network.
Using the receiver similarity threshold, our protocol picks
candidates to form a transaction group among potentially
receivers without aggravating hidden terminal problems. The
OSPF routing protocol uses fixed paths to transmit packets;
however, our underlying data forwarding method decides paths
in real-time to select the near optimal ones considering link
quality and correlation. After packets gets delivered using
better paths, path selection is performed by OSPF. The result
shows that our optimal path selection technique not only
provides good performance but also works well with existing
routing protocols, e.g., OSPF, as an essential supplement to
routing in wireless networks. Therefore, in our cross-layer
design, the MAC and routing layers effectively cooperate with
each other. As shown in Figure 6, our approach is efficient in
terms of goodput in multi-hop networks too.
B. Fairness

A. Throughput

Many existing protocols support sender initiated fairness
(SI-Fairness) such that senders have equal opportunities to
transmit their packets. However, the number of packets transmitted to a common receiver from different senders can be
largely different due to the diversity of link quality. To shed
light on this issue, we introduce the receiver initiated fairness
(RI-fairness) metric to measures the number of packets a node
receives from its neighbors in a given time interval. General
fairness is mathematically defined as equation 7.
Pn
( i=1 xi )2
Pn
(7)
f (n) =
n ∗ i=1 x2i

In this experiment, we measured and compared the throughput and goodput [19], [20] of our protocol and CSMA. In 1hop scenario, we varied the number of nodes in the network.
Each node transmitted with its full capacity. Thus, the network
was fully loaded regardless of the number of the nodes in the
network. Figure 3 shows the throughput of our protocol in a
1-hop network. It shows that the throughput of our approach is
better than CSMA by 35 - 55%. This improvement is mainly
because our protocol greatly reduces control packets, i.e.,

For SI-fairness xi is the number of packets node i sends out
in the time interval and n is the total number of the nodes.
For the RI-fairness, xi is the number of packets a receiver
successfully receives from each sender i and n is the total
number of neighbors of the receiver.
In this experiment, we analyzed fairness of our protocol
and CSMA. One of our design goals is to improve the RIfairness without impairing SI-fairness. In the simulation, every
node have equal weight to send packets. In CSMA, an ACK is

Fig. 3.
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Data Throughput in single hop network

Data goodput in multi-hop network

Fig. 4.

Fig. 7.

Data goodput in single hop network

RI-fairness of single hop network

delivered upon receiving a packet. However, in our approach,
an RI-ACK is initiated only upon a packet miss as discussed
before.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the RI-fairness in a 1-hop and
a multi-hop networks, respectively. In a 1-hop network, the
RI-fairness of CSMA ranges between 0.2 − 0.4, while ours
ranges between 0.4 − 0.6. Thus, it enhances the RI-fairness by
20%-50%. In a multi-hop network, our approach outperforms
CSMA on RI-fairness by 0.1. Figure 9 shows that our design
has no adverse impact on SI-fairness in multi-hop networks.
We also simulated single-hop SI-fairness in lab and the result
is the exactly same as Figure 9 .
C. Sensitivity to Parameter Values
In this subsection, we analyzed the sensitivity of our protocol to parameter values. Our protocol has two parameters
to set: 1) the maximum number of packets for aggregation,
Ma , and 2) receiver similarity threshold, Sθ . In previous experiments, they were set to default values, 8 and 0.7 (Table I),
respectively. To evaluate how the two variables impact the
performance of our protocol, we evaluated the performance
using different parameters.
Figure 10 shows the performance of the design for different
Ma values. In the figure, the throughput gradually increases
with Ma . As more packets are aggregated, fewer RTS/CTS
frames are transmitted and more candidates are available for
the packet forwarding from which a receiver can select a better
path to get its missing packets. Besides, we observed Ma had
no impact on the RI-fairness or SI-fairness. The simulation
results are omitted due to space limitations.

Fig. 5.

Data Throughput in multi-hop network

Fig. 8.

RI-fairness of multi-hop network

Finally, we evaluated the performance of our protocol for
different Sθ values. As described in Section III-D, the receiver
similarity index has impact on the throughput.Figure 11 shows
the throughput and goodput and confirms the aforementioned
assertion. Throughput reaches maximum when Sθ = 0.7 and
then slightly drops. The reason is as Sθ goes up, it is more
unlikely to pick receivers which can form a transaction group
by equation 6. Similar to Ma , we observed Sθ had no impact
on the fairness, either.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
Link correlation was first explored in [11], [22] in wireless sensor networks and then applied to common wireless
networks [13]. The current research focus of link correlation
is developing network-layer protocols e.g. flooding protocols
[11] and opportunistic routing [13] etc. One of the challenges
to utilize link correlation is that the correlation is weak in
real wireless networks. As a result, most existing approaches
[11], [13] featured opportunistic performance improvement. In
contrast, we have built a general link correlation and receiver
similarity model to improve wireless network performance
across the data link and network layers. In addition, we
extend opportunistic routing [13], [17], [23] to enhance path
selections.
In wireless sensor networks (WSN), research has been done
to improve the throughput [10], [24], [25], [26]. Z-MAC
[10] reduced transmission collisions by dynamically switching
between TDMA and CSMA. New approaches for low-power
wireless bus [25], [26] investigated cross-layer protocols that
utilized time-domain multicast to improve network performance. However, little work has been done to support space

Fig. 9.

SI-fairness of multi-hop network

Fig. 10. Throughput and goodput with maximum Fig. 11.
Throughput and goodput with receiver
aggregated packets
similarity threshold

domain multicast unlike our approach discussed in this paper.
Also, most WSN protocols are designed for low-power lowrate networks. They may not be directly applicable to IoT as
human-interfaced devices and applications increase, requiring
a higher rate and bandwidth.
For M2M and D2D communications, cluster-based multicast protocols have been developed [5], [15], [16], [27], [28].
However, most D2D or M2M works mainly focus on cellular
networks to offload the base station. D2D and M2M protocols
are generally constrained by the cellular network topology,
which doesn’t apply to most home or building applications.
In contrast, our approach isn’t constrained by any specific
network topology. It is designed to enhance wireless network
performance, only relying on basic information about link
quality, link correlation, and receiver similarity.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a new high throughput multicast protocol for IoT communications via LC-aware forwarding and
RI-ACK. Our simulation result shows that it outperforms
CSMA in terms of throughput, goodput and RI-fairness. In the
future, we will investigate more packet-effective approaches,
in which, for example, our multicast protocol can be extended
via network coding to reduce the aggregated packet length
and more energy-efficient approaches in the multicast protocol
design.
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